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Here we introduce TomViz, an open-source cross-platform software package for the 3D 
visualization of scientific data. 

The deluge of digital data acquired by the modern electron microscopist comes with added 
challenges in data visualization. Data is no longer restricted to a single two-dimensional (2D) 
image. Three-dimensional (3D) characterization of materials at the nano- and meso-scale has 
become possible with transmission and scanning transmission electron microscopes (S/TEM).[1–
3] These 3D datasets require advanced software tools for analysis and visualization. This is 
accomplished either through self-written code, commercial software, or open-source tools. 
Commercial software is often mysterious to its inner workings, and prohibitively expensive—
especially for user facilities where researchers wish to process data off-site but the commercial 
software is locked to one particular lab computer. In contrast, open-source software provides 
accessible, transparent solutions for analysis and visualization of 3D electron microscopy data, 
while avoiding licensing fees and restrictions on redistribution of modified versions. 
TomViz is an open source solution for visualizing electron tomography data. It can utilize the 
large quantities of memory and processing resources required to render, manipulate, and analyze 
voluminous 3D tomograms. The platform provides a robust graphical interface where objects can 
be rendered as shaded contours (Figure 1) or volumetric projections. Multiple datasets, 
colormaps, and other visualization settings can be used in combination and these objects can be 
rotated, sliced, animated, and saved as image or video files (Figure 2). Data collected can be 
further analyzed through histograms, multicorrelative statistics, and filters—to name a few. The 
results will be open source, meaning that new algorithms can be readily implemented through its 
Python scripting interface or the core C++ application. 

Improving the replicability data visualization is necessary for the openness of science. With 
TomViz the full pipeline of visualization and analysis of 3D data can be presented, saved, and 
restored. Through the use of state/trace files the application will offer the capability to 
unambiguously save the workflow pipeline to a file referencing all input data. This enables fully 
reproducible results—having significant implications for fields where researchers share data with 
colleagues, or raise queries with experts. These pipeline files can aid the publication of results, 
when open scientific methods and peer review are applied to S/TEM materials characterization. 
TomViz currently provides a platform for scientific 3D visualization and is publically available 
for download at TomViz.org  
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Figure 1 | TomViz 
3D visualization of 
a tomographic 
reconstruction of a 
hyper-branched 
CoP nanocrystal. A 
3D contour shows 
the particle size 
and shape while 2D 
slices through the 
particle highlight 
its high density 
core region. 
 

 

 
Figure 2 | The TomViz graphical user interface for 3D visualization of tomographic data. Once 
data has been loaded the corresponding histogram is displayed top center (b) and the data 
Pipeline is populated (a). A variety of visualization types are available to be used in combination 
for analysis – with parameters specified in the Module Properties panel (c). Here a reconstruction 
of porous PtCu nanoparticles[4], is visualized as a volume render (d), tomographic slices (e), and 
a contour surface (f). Tabs and divisions within a tab allow multiple simultaneous renderings and 
camera angles. A python interface allows advanced scientific processing of data (g). 


